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ABSTRACT
Large language models (LLMs) have brought significant advance-
ments to code generation and code repair, benefiting both novice
and experienced developers. However, their training using unsani-
tized data from open-source repositories, like GitHub, raises the risk
of inadvertently propagating security vulnerabilities. Despite nu-
merous studies investigating the safety of code LLMs, there remains
a gap in comprehensively addressing their security features. In this
work, we aim to present a comprehensive study aimed at precisely
evaluating and enhancing the security aspects of code LLMs. To
support our research, we introduce CodeSecEval, a meticulously
curated dataset designed to address 44 critical vulnerability types
with 180 distinct samples. CodeSecEval serves as the foundation
for the automatic evaluation of code models in two crucial tasks:
code generation and code repair, with a strong emphasis on secu-
rity. Our experimental results reveal that current models frequently
overlook security issues during both code generation and repair
processes, resulting in the creation of vulnerable code. In response,
we propose different strategies that leverage vulnerability-aware
information and insecure code explanations to mitigate these secu-
rity vulnerabilities. Furthermore, our findings highlight that certain
vulnerability types particularly challenge model performance, in-
fluencing their effectiveness in real-world applications. Based on
these findings, we believe our study will have a positive impact on
the software engineering community, inspiring the development of
improved methods for training and utilizing LLMs, thereby leading
to safer and more trustworthy model deployment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large language models (LLMs) such as PALM [11], LLaMA [53],
GPT-4 [39], and Claude 3 [3] have demonstrated remarkable perfor-
mance in code generation, enabling developers to quickly transform
ideas into functional code. This capability reduces development
time and effort significantly, as evidenced by the popularity of
GitHub’s Copilot [17], a cloud-based AI assistant that has attracted
over 1.2 million users. However, since these code LLMs are often
trained on data from open-source repositories like GitHub, they
may inadvertently learn and replicate code that contains software
faults, bugs, and security vulnerabilities. The 2022 Open Source
Security and Risk Analysis (OSSRA) report [1] highlights that 81%
of the 2,049 codebases analyzed contain at least one vulnerability,
with 49% harboring high-risk vulnerabilities. Consequently, there
is a risk that these models could perpetuate these vulnerabilities
in their code generation process, potentially producing code that
is not just flawed but also highly susceptible to exploitation and
malicious attacks. For instance, Pearce et al. [41] reveal that Copilot
generates insecure code about 40% of the time, while Khoury et al.
[25] observe that only 5 of the 21 programs produced by ChatGPT
were initially secure. Furthermore, Perry et al. [44] find that par-
ticipants who had access to an AI assistant wrote significantly less
secure code than those without access to an assistant. As AI-driven
programming becomes increasingly prevalent in real-world soft-
ware development, ensuring both the correctness and security of
the generated code is crucial to foster trust in AI solutions and
safeguard software systems against potential attacks.

While multiple studies [5, 8, 25, 41, 44, 50] have investigated code
LLMs from a safety perspective, their limitations are noteworthy:
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Table 1: Comparison of related datasets. Abbreviations: PAE - "Precise Automatic Evaluation", CG - "Code Generation", CR -
"Code Repair". Note: The "PAE" column indicates whether the dataset supports the precise automatic evaluation like Pass@k,
and the "Complete & Executable Code" column indicates whether the Secure/Insecure Code is fully complete and runnable
without the need for additional context, such as helper functions for full functionality. Additionally, we include the HumanEval
dataset, which is widely used for general code generation task, but does not specifically address code security concerns.

Dataset Size
Problem
Len(Avg.)

Insecure Code
Lines(Avg.)

Secure Code
Lines(Avg.)

Test Cases
Num(Avg.)

Complete &
Excutable Code

CWE Types
Num

PAE
CG CR

HumanEval [9] 164 67.85 - 7.49 7.20 ✔ - ✔ ✘

SecurityEval [50] 121 40.90 11.60 - - ✘ 69 ✘ ✘

LLMSecEval[52] 150 55.01 - 21.90 - ✔ 18 ✘ ✘

CyberSecEval [8] 1916 70.24 15.34 - - ✘ 50 ✘ ✘

CodeSecEval 180 78.73 6.73 10.21 3.61 ✔ 44 ✔ ✔

(i) Most research tends to focus on either a select few LLMs or a
narrow range of vulnerability types. For instance, studies such as
[5, 41, 44] exclusively focus on Copilot, whereas [25, 36] primar-
ily examine ChatGPT. (ii) Although these studies identify security
vulnerabilities in LLM-generated code, they often fall short in ex-
ploring or sufficiently validating strategies for generating more
secure code. Moreover, the capability of code LLMs to repair in-
secure code, another vital aspect of improving code security, has
been largely neglected. (iii) Existing datasets [8, 41, 50, 52] designed
for evaluating code security exhibit significant limitations, such
as small size, partial and non-executable codes, or even lack of
insecure/secure code examples. Furthermore, for security assess-
ment, they typically rely on rule-based static analyzers, which have
proven to be inaccurate, or on manual checks that are only practical
for a small, sampled set of results and may overlook the correctness
of the code. These issues underscore a critical gap in the existing
research landscape, highlighting the need for more comprehensive
studies that address a broader range of code security challenges
posed by large language models.

In response to these limitations, this study revolves around five
critical research questions, with a twofold objective: firstly, to more
accurately identify security vulnerabilities in code generation and
code repair by current code LLMs; and secondly, to offer strategies
for mitigating the security risks associated with these tasks. To
support our research, we introduce CodeSecEval,1 a meticulously
curated dataset comprising 180 samples that cover 44 critical vul-
nerability types. This dataset represents a significant improvement
over existing datasets [8, 50, 52] by enabling automated evaluations
of code generation and repair tasks. It includes complete and ex-
ecutable code and a set of test cases, which reduces the reliance
on labor-intensive manual assessments and imprecise analytical
tools. Table 1 provides detailed statistics and comparisons with four
related datasets (i.e., HumanEval [9], SecurityEval [50], LLMSecE-
val [52],2 and CyberSecEval [8]), highlighting its distinct features
and advantages. Leveraging the CodeSecEval dataset, we assess the
performance of 7 state-of-the-art code LLMs in the tasks of secure

1CodeSecEval has been uploaded as supplemental material and will be made publicly
available after publication.
2In Table 1, the 150 instances in the LLMSecEval dataset actually correspond to only 51
unique problems. This is because a large proportion of the "NL Prompt" entries (equiv-
alent to "Problem" in this study) are rephrased versions of the same issue, essentially
requiring identical code solutions.

code generation and insecure code repair.3 Our findings indicate
that current models often overlook security concerns during code
generation or repair processes. In response, we propose and validate
strategies that significantly enhance code security during gener-
ation and repair by integrating vulnerability-aware information
and explanations of insecure code. Therefore, this study aims to en-
courage the development of more robust methods for training and
deploying LLMs, leading to safer and more reliable code generation
and repair solutions.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We introduce CodeSecEval, a carefully curated dataset consist-

ing of 180 samples covering 44 critical vulnerability types. This
dataset represents a substantial improvement over existing re-
sources by enabling more efficient and automated evaluations
for code security analysis.

(2) Through an extensive evaluation of seven cutting-edge code
LLMs, our work sheds light on their common neglect of se-
curity considerations during code generation and repair. This
analysis offers a detailed critique of the models’ vulnerabilities,
providing a deeper insight into their limitations.

(3) We devise and validate effective strategies to enhance the secu-
rity of code generated or repaired by incorporating vulnerability-
aware information and explanations of insecure code. These
strategies, aimed at significantly mitigating vulnerabilities, of-
fer valuable insights into safer model training methodologies
and more secure program deployment practices.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Security Issue of LLMs
Beyond natural language understanding, large language models
(LLMs) have greatly advanced the field of programming languages.
Leveraging vast code repositories, LLMs have achieved significant
success across various code-related tasks including code repair [24,
42, 58], code completion [21, 32], code summarization [33, 34], and
code generation [9, 37, 55]. Moreover, advancements in pre-training
techniques have also led to the creation of specialized models like
CodeBERT [15], CodeT5 [56], PyCodeGPT [61], AlphaCode [30],

3It is worth noting that the CodeSecEval dataset can also be easily adapted to other
code-related tasks like code completion [21, 32] and vulnerability classification [13, 54],
with a particular focus on code security.
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and InCoder [16]. However, the frequent neglect of security issues
in both generic LLMs and specialized models poses substantial risks.

Recent research highlights the security vulnerabilities associated
with code generated by LLMs [5, 8, 25, 41, 44, 50]. For instance,
Khoury et al. [25] discovered that ChatGPT produced insecure code
in 16 out of 21 security-relevant scenarios, with only 7 cases being
self-corrected after further prompting. Pearce et al. [41] reported
that Copilot, evaluated using CodeQL andmanual checks, generated
insecure code about 40% of the time. Moreover, Perry et al. [43]
found that developers using AI model assistance tended to generate
more vulnerabilities, particularly in string encryption and SQL
injection, when interacting with OpenAI’s Codex model [9].

In addition to generating more secure code, enhancing code
security through code repair (or automatic program repair, APR)
presents another viable solution. Although many studies [18, 22,
27, 51, 60] have primarily focused on bug fixes with less emphasis
on security, recent research has started to explore LLMs’ ability to
address vulnerabilities [10, 42, 46, 57]. For example, Wu et al. [57]
conducted a pioneering study evaluating both LLMs and APR mod-
els for their effectiveness in repairing Java vulnerabilities, revealing
that they only fix very few Java vulnerabilities.

While previous research has identified security issues in code
generated or repaired by LLMs, these studies often exhibit signif-
icant limitations: (1) Most studies focus on a narrow selection of
LLMs—for instance, Khoury et al. [25] and [51] only evaluate Chat-
GPT, and [57] overlooks advanced models such as GPT-4 [39] or
CodeLlama [47]. Additionally, some studies like [42] are limited to a
few specific vulnerability types, examining only seven. (2) Many of
these studies primarily identify security challenges [41, 42], but do
not sufficiently explore or validate strategies for generating secure
code or repairing insecure code. (3) There is an heavy reliance on
security tools like CodeQL [12] to validate code security, despite
their known inaccuracies [49, 50, 59]. For example, [49] revealed
that static bug detectors identified only a negligible fraction of all
bugs, accounting for only 6 out of 410 bugs (0.01%). Moreover, while
some studies employ manual assessment to focus on security, this
method can sometimes overlook the overall correctness of the code.

2.2 Datasets for code security
Various datasets have been developed for code generation tasks,
including JuICe [2], CONCODE [20], DS-1000 [26], HumanEval [9]
and APPS [19]. However, these datasets primarily focus on general
code generation and do not specifically evaluate the ability to gen-
erate secure code. In terms of datasets related to security concerns,
most are designed for evaluating techniques in vulnerability de-
tection and prediction [4, 38, 45]. For code repair tasks, QuixBugs
[31] includes programs translated to both Python and Java, each
containing a single-line bug. Despite its relevance, this dataset is
relatively small, comprising only 40 instances. Big-Vul[14] contains
3,754 code vulnerabilities spanning 91 different vulnerability types,
all extracted from 348 Github projects. CVEfixes[7] provides a com-
prehensive categorization of vulnerabilities, utilizing the Common
Weakness Enumeration (CWE) types, and further enhances the
assessment of their impact by incorporating CVSS severity scores.
This dataset comprises a collection of 18,249 files and 50,322 func-
tions, encompassing both pre-repair and post-repair code. Both of

these datasets contain vulnerability information along with code
before and after fixes, rendering them invaluable resources in the
field of vulnerability analysis. However, due to the lack of test
cases, automated assessment of the repair code generated by the
models from a security standpoint proves challenging. Focusing
on secure code generation, three notable datasets have been intro-
duced: SecurityEval [50], LLMSecEval [52], and CyberSecEval [8].
SecurityEval, introduced first, comprises 130 Python code samples
across 75 vulnerability types. LLMSecEval followed with 150 in-
stances covering 18 types, and the most recent one, CyberSecEval,
provides a significantly larger collection of 1,916 instances across
50 types.

Despite the availability of these datasets, significant gaps remain
in their ability to comprehensively address code security, as high-
lighted in Table 1. These datasets often fail to provide comparative
examples of insecure and secure code. For instance, each SecurityE-
val sample only includes an ‘ID’, a ‘Prompt’ (equivalent to "Problem"
in this study), and an ‘Insecure Code’, but lacks corresponding se-
cure code examples. Additionally, the code in SecurityEval and
CyberSecEval is not executable as-is, often requiring additional
helper functions or specific configurations. In contrast, while the
code in LLMSecEval is complete, it presents a redundancy issue.
Its 150 instances only represent 51 unique problems, as many of
the "NL Prompt" entries are merely rephrased versions of the same
issue. Furthermore, these datasets do not support precise automatic
evaluation like the Pass@k metric, forcing reliance on imprecise
rule-based static analyzers or manual checks, the shortcomings of
which were discussed previously.

To overcome these limitations, we introduce CodeSecEval, a
meticulously curated dataset designed specifically to evaluate the
security awareness of large language models in code generation
and repair tasks. CodeSecEval includes a broad spectrum of crit-
ical vulnerability types and provides detailed attributes for each
data instance, enabling precise automatic evaluations. By utilizing
CodeSecEval, we aim to more accurately investigate the capabilities
of state-of-the-art LLMs in code generation and repair, while also
proposing effective strategies to enhance security in both tasks.

3 STUDY DESIGN
In this work, we aim to evaluate the efficacy of code LLMs in manag-
ing security concerns during code generation and repair. Addition-
ally, we seek to bolster the security of these processes by proposing
and assessing effective strategies. To achieve this, we formulate
several research questions that guide our investigation:

• RQ1: How effective are LLMs in addressing security concerns
during code generation?

• RQ2:What strategies can be devised to improve the security of
code generation by LLMs, and to what extent can they mitigate
security vulnerabilities? Are certain vulnerability types more
likely to be successfully mitigated?

• RQ3: How well do LLMs perform in repairing insecure code?
• RQ4:What strategies can be devised to improve the security
of code repaired by LLMs, and to what extent can these pro-
posed approaches repair security vulnerabilities? Are certain
vulnerability types more likely to be successfully repaired?
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(a) Example data instance of the SecEvalBase, with "ID" attribute of "CWE-020_author_1", "Entry_Point" attribute of "yaml_load".

(b) Example data instance of the SecEvalPlus, with "ID" attribute of "CWE-78_01", "Entry_Point" attribute of "find_files".

Figure 1: Illustrative examples of the CodeSecEval dataset, comprising two data instances from its two sub-datasets. The
attributes displayed with a white background correspond to the standard attributes of the CodeSecEval dataset. In contrast, the
attributes with a gray background are those introduced specifically, that our investigation aims to validate whether they can
effectively mitigate vulnerabilities, as discussed in Section 3.2.

• RQ5:What are the implications of the research findings for
the broader software engineering community, and how can
developers and researchers leverage LLMs more securely in
real-world applications?

Following this, we present CodeSecEval and elaborate on its
construction process. We then describe the experimental setup,
including five experiments tailored to probe the outlined research
questions. Subsequently, we introduce the code LLMs tested in
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these experiments and the evaluation metrics used to assess the
security-related performance.

3.1 CodeSecEval
3.1.1 Dataset Introduction. We now introduce CodeSecEval,4 a
dataset meticulously curated to evaluate the tasks of secure code
generation and insecure code repair. Comprising 180 samples across
44 vulnerability types, CodeSecEval offers a robust framework for
assessing code security in the Python language. As shown in Ta-
ble 1, this dataset distinguishes itself from existing datasets such as
SecurityEval [50], LLMSecEval [52], and CyberSecEval [8]. Notably,
CodeSecEval includes both executable secure and insecure codes,
as well as incorporates test cases, facilitating automated and precise
evaluations using the Pass@k metric. The dataset is structured with
six distinct attributes for each instance, which are as follows:

• ID: A unique identifier for each data instance, which also
indicates a specific vulnerability type. For example, "CWE-
434_03" refers to a sample of the CWE-434 vulnerability type.

• Problem: A description of a moderately complex programming
problem that needs to be solved.

• Insecure Code: An example of insecure code that exhibits the
specified vulnerability.

• Secure Code: An example of secure code that addresses the
specified vulnerability.

• Test: A set of test cases designed to validate both the functional
correctness and the security of the code, encapsulated in a
function named "check".

• Entry_Point: Name of the function to be implemented.
Based on the characteristics of the vulnerabilities addressed and

the resources utilized, CodeSecEval is further divided into the fol-
lowing two distinct subsets:
(1) SecEvalBase: This subset is constructed using the SecurityE-

val dataset [50], which aggregates instances from four external
sources: CodeQL [12], The Common Weakness Enumeration
(CWE) [35], SonarSource [48], and Pearce et al.[41]. The orig-
inal SecurityEval dataset, however, does not include anno-
tations for "Secure Code", "Test", and "Entry_Point", and its
"Insecure Code" instances are often incomplete, necessitating
additional context such as helper functions or specific config-
urations to ensure full functionality. Therefore, the selection
of instances for SecEvalBase was guided by the practicality of
completing the insecure code and providing necessary annota-
tions for the missing attributes. Finally, SecEvalBase includes
67 instances covering 37 vulnerability types.

(2) SecEvalPlus: This subset focuses on the "2023 CWE Top 25
Most Dangerous Software Weaknesses"5 We excluded eight
types from this list due to their rarity in Python, such as "CWE-
476: NULL Pointer Dereference", or their specific configura-
tions required to conduct testing, like "CWE-918: Server-Side
Request Forgery (SSRF)". We merged "CWE-287", "CWE-863",
"CWE-862", and "CWE-306" into a single category addressing
similar authorization issues. Finally, SecEvalPlus comprises

4CodeSecEval has been uploaded as supplemental material and will be made publicly
available after publication.
5https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/archive/2023/2023_top25_list.html

113 instances across 14 types, providing at least 8 instances
for each type,6 ensuring a robust sample for each category.

Figure 1 showcases two example data instances from the SecE-
valBase and SecEvalPlus of CodeSecEval (displayed with a white
background), each displaying four attributes, with "ID" and "En-
try_Point" noted in the subfigure captions. In SecEvalPlus (Fig-
ure 1b), targeting the CWE-78 vulnerability ("OS Command Injec-
tion"), the "Insecure Code" illustrates a risk where attackers could
inject harmful commands, such as "rm -rf". In contrast, the "Secure
Code" effectively mitigates this vulnerability. The "Test" attribute
includes various test cases designed to assess both the correctness
and security of the code, such as checking for the presence of harm-
ful commands like ‘Test/CWE-78_01/dir1; rm MyImportantFile.txt’.
Furthermore, while SecEvalPlus employs a more natural language
description for the "Problem", SecEvalBase features code statements
combined with a docstring. This deliberate differentiation in dataset
construction aims to evaluate the performance of LLMs across dif-
ferent presentation formats.

3.1.2 Dataset Construction. This subsection outlines the construc-
tion process of the CodeSecEval dataset. To ensure its high-quality,
we engaged eight students specializing in software engineering,
including four Ph.D. and four M.S. students, with research expertise
in areas such as code generation and code summarization. They
were grouped into four pairs, each consisting of one Ph.D. and
one M.S. student, to foster collaboration and leverage diverse skills.
Subsequently, these pairs were tasked with generating instances
for the two subsets of CodeSecEval.

For the SecEvalBase dataset, each group was allocated approxi-
mately 35 records from the existing SecurityEval dataset, represent-
ing about a quarter of its total records. The team members were
tasked with closely collaborating to analyze the assigned instances,
focusing on the executability of the insecure code and the feasibility
of constructing various test cases. Following the initial assessment,
they next annotated five key data elements: "Secure Code", "Test",
and "Entry_Point". Moreover, teams were instructed to add some
input-output examples in the "Problem" and made necessary adjust-
ments to the "Insecure Code" to facilitate testing and better match
the vulnerability contexts. Each record then underwent a rigorous
manual checking process within the group, following these steps:
(1) The "Problem" should be clear, moderately complex, distinct

from previously collected "Problem", and include input-output
examples.

(2) The "Insecure Code" must exhibit the designated vulnerability.
(3) The "Secure Code" needs to effectively address the vulnerabil-

ity present in the "Insecure Code".
(4) The "Test" should comprise various cases that assess both the

correctness and security of the code, with the "Secure Code"
passing all tests while the "Insecure Code" fails.

(5) The "Entry_Point" should solely contain the name of the func-
tion to be implemented.

If any step does not fulfill the requirement, the students are
asked to either correct it to be valid or omit it and generate another
new record. Figure 2 depicts a clear flowchart outlining the manual
filtering steps. Finally, to further ensure the quality of the dataset,

6Only the merged authorization-related type includes 9 instances.

https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/archive/2023/2023_top25_list.html
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Figure 2: The flowchart of the manual filtering process.

we hired 2 additional M.S. students to thoroughly check and clean
each instance in the collected data.

For SecEvalPlus, each group was assigned 3 or 4 vulnerability
types from the selected 14 types listed in the "2023 CWETop 25Most
Dangerous Software Weaknesses". The teams were tasked with
generating at least eight instances for each type. Unlike SecEvalBase,
no predefined "Insecure Code" or "Problem" was provided, requiring
groups to either identify real-world scenarios or create new ones
exemplifying these vulnerabilities, inspired by studies like [25, 41].
Finally, each SecEvalPlus record underwent the same meticulous
verification and filtering process as SecEvalBase.

3.2 Assumptions for Vulnerability Mitigation in
Code Generation and Code Repair

This subsection outlines our assumptions designed to potentially
enhance the security of code generated and repaired by LLMs. We
hypothesize that incorporating vulnerability-aware information
into problem descriptions and providing explanations of vulnera-
bilities in insecure code can foster more secure coding practices.

Vulnerability-aware Problem: Inspired by findings from [25],
which demonstrated that further prompting could correct secu-
rity flaws in several coding scenarios, we hypothesize that making
problem descriptions vulnerability-aware can also assist LLMs. This
strategy involves explicitly emphasizing the importance of recogniz-
ing and addressing vulnerabilities. We propose that by integrating
security concerns into problem descriptions, LLMs might be better
prepared to identify and mitigate potential security risks.

Insecure Code Explanation: Considering that it might be too
difficult for models to repair accurately using incorrect code and
problem as input, we assume that providing a brief explanation
of the vulnerabilities present in the insecure code could improve
repair outcomes. This additional information is intended to provide
some context that enables LLMs to focus more precisely on the
security flaws needing correction.

To test these assumptions, the students responsible for con-
structing the dataset were specifically instructed to develop both
vulnerability-aware problems and insecure code explanations.7
Figure 1 illustrates these enhancements with examples from the
dataset ID "CWE-020_author_1" and "CWE-78_01", displayed in a
gray background.

3.3 Experimental Setup
3.3.1 Designed Experiments. To answer the five formulated re-
search questions, we conduct comprehensive evaluations of the
models using CodeSecEval across code generation and code repair.
We have designed four different experiments to thoroughly investi-
gate the performance and validate the effectiveness of strategies
applied by LLMs in both tasks:
(1) Direct Code Generation: This experiment evaluates the ca-

pability of LLMs to generate secure code directly from problem
statements, aiming to answer RQ1. It explores how effectively
current models address vulnerabilities during code generation.

(2) CodeGenerationwithVulnerability-aware Problem:This
experiment examines the impact of incorporating vulnerability-
aware information during code generation. It seeks to deter-
mine if enhanced problem descriptions with security details
can lead to fewer vulnerabilities, addressing RQ2.

(3) Direct Code Repair: This experiment addresses RQ3 and
focuses on assessing how well existing large language models
perform in directly repairing insecure code. We aim to under-
stand the models’ capabilities in automatically identifying and
fixing security vulnerabilities in existing code.

(4) Code Repair with Insecure Code Explanation: This ex-
periment provides LLMs with explanations of the vulnera-
bilities present in the insecure code during code repair. This
test addresses RQ4 and explores whether supplying detailed
vulnerability context improves or hinders the repair process.

3.3.2 Tested Models. We test the following seven models:
• InCoder [16]: InCoder is pre-trained on a mixture of multi-
lingual code data from GitHub and StackOverflow posts, utilizing
a causal masking objective. For our experiments, we utilized the
InCoder model with 6.7B parameters.
• CodeGen [37]: CodeGen is a family of code language models
available in different parameter sizes (350M, 2.7B, 6.1B, and 16.1B).
For fair comparison with the InCoder model, we used the mono
version with parameter size 6B.
• StarCoder [28]: StarCoder is a 15B parameter model with an
8K window size and FIM (Fill In the Middle, or infilling) capability.
It outperforms many previous open-source large language models
that support generating code from natural language descriptions

7This enriched contextual information has also been uploaded as supplemental material,
aiming to enhance its utility and accessibility for further research.
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and even matches the OpenAI code-cushman-001 model on the
HumanEval [9] and MBPP benchmarks [6].
• CodeLlama-Instruct [47]: CodeLlama-Instruct is a specialized
model crafted for precise instruction comprehension and secure
deployment. By leveraging a dataset from Llama 2 prompts to solve
coding challenges and leveraging CodeLlama to generate relevant
unit tests and solutions, CodeLlama-Instruct significantly enhances
security and usability through fine-tuning. We used the version
with parameter size 7B.
• GPT-3.5 [39]: GPT-3.5 has 175 billion parameters and has been
trained on a diverse range of internet text, enabling it to demon-
strate impressive understanding and generation capabilities.
• GPT-4 [39]: GPT-4 has been trained on an extensive and diverse
data, surpassing the capabilities of its predecessor GPT-3.5.
• Claude 3 Opus [3]: Claude 3 Opus, with 137 billion parameters,
stands as a cutting-edge large language model engineered by An-
thropic, showcasing exceptional performance across a spectrum of
AI benchmarks evaluating expert knowledge, reasoning, and math-
ematical prowess. Demonstrating near-human comprehension on
intricate tasks, Claude 3 Opus excels in analysis, forecasting, nu-
anced content creation, coding, and multilingual conversation.

3.3.3 Metrics. For code generation and code repair, we utilize the
execution-based metric Pass@k, which is widely acknowledged as a
more reasonable measure than match-based methods such as BLEU
[40]. Pass@k is usef for measuring the exact functional correctness
of generated code, where k code samples are generated for each
problem. A problem is considered solved if any sample passes all
the unit tests. Since this computation of Pass@k can have high
variance, we follow [9] and use the unbiased version of Pass@k:

𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠@𝑘 = 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑠 [1 −
(𝑛−𝑐
𝑘

)(𝑛
𝑘

) ] (1)

where 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 is the number of samples and 𝑐 ≤ 𝑛 is the number of
codes that pass all test cases. 1 − (𝑛−𝑐𝑘 )

(𝑛𝑘)
is the estimated Pass@k for

a single problem. 𝐸 is the expectation of Pass@k over all problems.
In practice, we compute the average pass@k across all problems,
considering k values equal to 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10.

4 RESULTS DISCUSSION
RQ1 How effective are LLMs in addressing security concerns during
code generation?

To address RQ1, we evaluate the models’ performance in gener-
ating code based on "Problem" information, with results presented
in the upper section of Table 2. Among relatively small models (In-
coder, CodeGen, StarCoder, and CodeLlama-Instruct), our analysis
reveals that CodeLlama-Instruct achieves the best results in terms
of Pass@k scores across various k values and datasets most of the
time, with CodeGen ranking second. In contrast, Incoder generally
underperforms in different settings, possibly due to its focus on code
completion tasks and the use of causal masking objectives during
pre-training, which may limit its effectiveness in broader code gen-
eration tasks. More interestingly, despite being more than twice the
size of CodeGen and CodeLlama-Instruct, StarCoder yields inferior
results. When considering models with significantly larger parame-
ters, our analysis reveals that the Claude 3 Opus model achieves

superior results when k is small on the entire CodeSecEval dataset
and SecEvalPlus dataset. However, as k increases, GPT-4 or GPT-
3.5 outperforms Claude 3 Opus. Additionally, on the SecEvalBase
dataset, GPT-4 emerges as the best performer, while showing less
effectiveness on the SecEvalPlus dataset, which features problems
in the form of natural language descriptions.

Overall, these findings highlight the nuanced performance of
Language Model-based Models (LLMs) in code generation tasks, un-
derlining the importance of considering both k-values and dataset
characteristics for optimal results. While smaller models like Code-
Gen or CodeLlama-Instruct show promising outcomes, larger mod-
els such as GPT-4 or Claude 3 Opus demonstrate superior per-
formance under certain conditions. These insights emphasize the
ongoing need for fine-tuning LLMs and tailoring their application
to specific requirements in addressing security concerns during
code generation.
RQ2What strategies can be devised to improve the security of code
generation by LLMs, and to what extent can they mitigate security
vulnerabilities? Are certain vulnerability types more likely to be suc-
cessfully mitigated?

Next, we aim to explore methods for bolstering the security of
code generation by LLMs. While it’s intuitive to assume that formu-
lating problems to highlight potential vulnerabilities may prompt
LLMs to avoid generating insecure code, this assumption lacks ro-
bust validation in existing studies. To address this, we introduce
"Vulnerability-aware Problems" to assess whether incorporating
vulnerability information improves code generation security. Re-
sults presented in the lower section of Table 2 demonstrate a notable
performance boost across Pass@k for all models, except Incoder.
Notably, relatively smaller models like CodeLLama-Instruct shows
substantial gains, with Pass@1 and Pass@5 metrics increased from
9.22 to 24.33 and from 13.16 to 36.17 on the CodeSecEval dataset,
respectively. Particularly striking is the performance of Claud 3
Oppus, which shows remarkable improvements with Pass@1 and
Pass@5 increasing from 13.83 to 39.89 and from 15.96 to 49.55 on the
CodeSecEval dataset, respectively, and even outperforming GPT-4
on the SecEvalBase dataset.

Next, we analyze the performance of LLMs across various vul-
nerability types, with a particular focus on GPT-4’s performance
on the SecEvalPlus dataset using the Pass@5 metric. Each of the
14 types in this subset contains a more evenly distributed number
of instances. As indicated in the blue column of Figure 3, direct
code generation using GPT-4 generally struggled to generate secure
code for the SecEvalPlus dataset, with only the Pass@5 for CWE-
502 surpassing 50%. Notably, vulnerability types such as CWE-20,
CWE-79, CWE-77, CWE-434, and CWE-787 achieved a 0.0 score.
However, by incorporating "Vulnerability-aware Problem" descrip-
tions, there was a significant improvement in Pass@k rates across
most types, with seven types exceeding a 50.0 score in the Pass@5
metric. Despite these gains, some vulnerability types, like CWE-22
and CWE-276, showed minimal improvement. Interestingly, types
related to injection vulnerabilities, specifically CWE-78 ("OS Com-
mand Injection") and CWE-89 ("SQL Injection"), experienced worse
results. This suggests that GPT-4 may struggle with addressing in-
jection vulnerabilities, or that the vulnerability-aware information
provided may inadvertently complicate the model’s performance
in these scenarios.
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Table 2: Comparative results of code generation across various models on CodeSecEval and its two subsets (SecEvalBase,
SecEvalPlus), under two different experimental settings.

CodeSecEval SecEvalBase SecEvalPlus
Pass@K Pass@K Pass@KModel

k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10 k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10 k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10
Direct Code Generation

Incoder 0.39 0.84 1.11 1.33 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 1.34 1.77 2.12 2.65
CodeGen 5.89 8.00 9.14 10.03 11.11 2.09 3.97 4.86 5.42 5.97 8.14 10.38 11.68 12.77 14.16
StarCoder 4.33 7.32 8.72 9.63 10.56 1.19 2.91 3.90 4.35 4.48 6.19 9.93 11.58 12.76 14.16

CodeLlama-Instruct 9.22 12.28 13.16 13.54 13.89 9.55 12.86 13.92 14.45 14.93 9.03 11.93 12.71 13.00 13.27
GPT-3.5 10.56 14.64 16.18 17.02 17.78 10.75 13.23 14.23 14.73 14.93 10.44 15.48 17.34 18.38 19.47
GPT-4 12.44 15.24 16.28 17.00 17.78 13.43 15.86 16.80 17.36 17.91 11.86 14.88 15.97 16.78 17.70

Claude 3 Opus 13.83 15.58 15.96 16.07 16.11 13.13 13.43 13.43 13.43 13.43 14.25 16.85 17.46 17.64 17.70
Code Generation using Vulnerability-aware Problem

Incoder 0.61 1.30 1.70 1.98 2.22 0.30 0.80 1.16 1.39 1.49 0.80 1.59 2.02 2.33 2.65
CodeGen 13.50 19.82 22.12 23.31 24.44 7.46 12.59 14.69 15.75 16.42 17.08 24.12 26.53 27.80 29.20
StarCoder 14.11 21.32 23.90 25.32 26.67 4.18 6.38 7.34 8.05 8.96 20.00 30.18 33.72 35.57 37.17

CodeLlama-Instruct 24.33 33.04 36.17 37.87 39.44 27.01 33.53 35.77 37.25 38.81 22.74 32.75 36.40 38.23 39.82
GPT-3.5 28.89 43.69 48.75 51.61 54.44 29.85 41.03 44.01 45.25 46.27 28.32 45.27 51.56 55.38 59.29
GPT-4 31.89 41.62 44.46 46.10 47.78 34.48 42.77 45.02 46.31 47.76 30.35 40.93 44.13 45.98 47.79

Claude 3 Opus 39.89 46.63 49.55 51.42 53.33 38.81 45.07 47.49 49.10 50.75 40.53 47.56 50.76 52.79 54.97

Table 3: Code Generation performance results of GPT-4 Using Different Types of Vulnerability-aware Problem
Vulnerability-aware Problem With Steps Vulnerability-aware Problem Without Steps

Pass@K Pass@KModel
k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10 k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10

Incoder 0.94 1.76 2.09 2.27 2.35 0.32 0.88 1.35 1.72 2.11
CodeGen 13.76 20.06 22.32 23.54 24.71 13.26 19.61 21.94 23.11 24.21
StarCoder 13.65 19.17 21.11 22.30 23.53 14.53 23.25 26.40 28.03 29.47

CodeLlama-Instruct 22.47 30.98 33.87 35.24 36.47 26.00 34.89 38.22 40.22 42.11
GPT-3.5 32.00 46.93 51.49 54.01 56.47 26.11 40.80 46.29 49.46 52.63
GPT-4 36.82 47.64 51.38 53.80 56.47 27.47 36.23 38.27 39.21 40.00

Claude 3 Opus 42.12 48.32 51.04 53.00 55.29 37.89 45.12 48.21 50.01 51.58

Table 4: Comparative results of code repair across various models on CodeSecEval and its two subsets (SecEvalBase, SecEvalPlus),
under two different experimental settings.

CodeSecEval SecEvalBase SecEvalPlus
Pass@K Pass@K Pass@KModel

k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10 k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10 k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=10
Direct Code Repair

Incoder 0.28 0.51 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.75 1.37 1.49 1.49 1.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CodeGen 3.17 4.28 4.60 4.80 5.00 2.39 3.38 3.37 4.03 4.48 3.63 4.81 5.11 5.25 5.31
StarCoder 0.61 1.02 1.27 1.46 1.67 1.19 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 0.27 0.74 1.13 1.45 1.77

CodeLlama-Instruct 9.28 13.17 14.66 15.59 16.67 9.55 12.60 13.43 14.03 14.93 9.12 13.51 15.39 16.51 17.70
GPT-3.5 10.67 15.16 17.16 18.44 20.00 12.09 14.04 14.68 14.90 14.93 9.82 15.83 18.63 20.55 23.01
GPT-4 20.44 26.65 29.23 30.92 32.78 17.91 24.88 28.20 30.39 32.84 21.95 27.71 29.84 31.23 32.74

Claude 3 Opus 20.72 24.69 26.23 27.37 28.89 19.55 23.79 25.12 25.95 26.87 21.42 25.23 26.89 28.22 30.09
Code Repair using Insecure Code Explanation

Incoder 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CodeGen 2.61 3.62 3.83 3.88 3.89 2.09 2.96 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.92 4.01 4.33 4.42 4.42
StarCoder 0.67 1.31 1.70 1.98 2.22 1.04 1.48 1.49 1.49 1.49 0.44 1.21 1.82 2.27 2.65

CodeLlama-Instruct 15.67 21.42 23.68 25.07 26.67 20.00 24.23 26.53 28.56 31.34 13.10 19.76 22.00 23.01 23.89
GPT-3.5 16.59 23.44 26.48 28.35 30.17 19.24 23.33 25.29 26.86 28.79 15.04 23.50 27.17 29.23 30.97
GPT-4 23.44 28.85 30.84 31.91 32.78 21.64 27.48 29.52 30.60 31.34 24.51 29.67 31.62 32.69 33.63

Claude 3 Opus 24.28 27.49 28.44 29.13 30.00 22.09 24.92 26.53 27.96 29.85 25.58 29.00 29.57 29.82 30.09
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Figure 3: Code Generation performance results of GPT-4 across 14 vulnerability types on the SecEvalPlus sub-datasets, under
two different experimental settings.

Figure 4: Code Repair performance results of GPT-4 across 14 vulnerability types on the SecEvalPlus sub-datasets, under two
different experimental settings.

Finally, our analysis of the Vulnerability-aware Problems reveals
that they can be categorized into two types: one with detailed proce-
dural steps, as shown in Figure 1 (a), and one without detailed steps,
as shown in Figure 1 (b).Wemanually classified these and found that
85 instances included procedural steps, while 95 did not. Further
analysis of GPT-4’s performance on these two types, presented in
Table 3, indicates that problems including steps achieved better per-
formance than those without. This finding aligns with the results of
studies such as [23] and [29], which suggest that using LLMs to plan
and then implement code step-by-step can significantly enhance
code generation performance. However, these studies primarily
focused on general code generation without considering the secu-
rity aspect. Nevertheless, while introducing security-relevant step
information significantly aids in secure code generation, providing
explanations of vulnerabilities, even without a stepwise format,
also contributes positively to generating secure code. This indicates
that both detailed procedural guidance and straightforward vul-
nerability explanations can effectively improve security in code
generation tasks.

RQ3 How well do LLMs perform in repairing insecure code?
Next, we focus on the performance of code LLMs in the code

repair task, where models are tasked with repairing "Insecure Code"
based on the "Problem" input. The results of this experiment are
detailed in the upper part of Table 4. Comparing these results with
those from the direct code generation task shown in Table 2, we
observe a general decline in performance among the three smaller
models in the CodeSecEval dataset, namely Incoder, CodeGen, and
StarCoder. This trend suggests that these models may be less effec-
tive at code repair. Specifically, both Incoder and StarCoder exhibit a
notable drop in effectiveness, with StarCoder experiencing the most
significant decline, where the Pass@1 score falls from 4.33 to 0.61.
Conversely, GPT-3.5, GPT-4, and Claude 3 Opus show enhanced
performance in the code repair task relative to code generation.
Particularly striking is GPT-4, whose Pass@5 score improves from
16.23 to 29.23 on the CodeSecEval, achieving the best results in
most cases.
RQ4What strategies can be devised to improve the security of code
repaired by LLMs, and to what extent can these proposed approaches
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repair security vulnerabilities? Are certain vulnerability types more
likely to be successfully repaired?

We then explore whether including Insecure Code Explanation
improves the repair of insecure code. The results are shown in the
lower part of Table 4. Surprisingly, similar to the findings in di-
rect code generation, we observe a general decline in performance
among the same three smaller models (Incoder, CodeGen, and Star-
Coder) when compared with direct code generation. For other four
models, including relatively smaller model CodeLlama-Instruct, all
demonstrate improvements. Again, GPT-4 achives the best results
in most cases, with Claud 3 Opus as the second best model.

Similar to code generation, we next analyze the performance
of LLMs across various vulnerability types in code repair task, fo-
cusing particularly on GPT-4’s performance on the SecEvalPlus
dataset using the Pass@5 metric. As depicted in Figure 4, although
GPT-4 shows the overall improvement when using Insecure Code
Explanation in Table 4, the performance still varies significantly
across different vulnerability types. For some types, there is no
improvement or even a decline when using the insecure code ex-
planations. These findings highlight the complexities involved in
repairing insecure code with current models and underline the
need for advanced approaches in code repair to bolster security in
software development practices.
RQ5What are the implications of the research findings for the broader
software engineering community, and how can developers and re-
searchers leverage LLMs more securely in real-world applications?

The research findings presented in this study have several im-
plications for the broader software engineering community and
offer insights on leveraging large language models more securely
in real-world applications.
(1) Firstly, the CodeSecEval dataset introduced in this paper serves

as a valuable resource for evaluating code LLMs from a soft-
ware security perspective. It provides a curated collection of
vulnerable and secure code instances, enabling researchers to
benchmark and improve the security-awareness capabilities of
code LLMs. The dataset can aid in evaluating more secure and
robust models for code generation, repair, and vulnerability
classification tasks.

(2) Secondly, our study highlights the potential risks associated
with using large language models for code generation and
code repair. It emphasizes the importance of considering and
mitigating security concerns when employing these models
in software development tasks. Understanding the varying
performance of different models across different vulnerability
types can guide developers in selecting appropriate models
for specific use cases, considering security requirements.

(3) Finally, our findings underscore the need for further research
and advancements in code repair approaches to enhance se-
curity in software engineering practices. As large language
models continue to evolve, addressing the challenges of re-
pairing insecure code effectively is crucial for building more
trustworthy and secure software systems.

To leverage large language models more securely in real-world
applications, developers and researchers should consider:
• Incorporate Security Awareness: When utilizing large language
models for code generation tasks, developers should incorporate

potential vulnerability information into input prompts to encourage
the models to generate more secure code. Furthermore, the research
of transforming Problem to Vulnerability-aware Problem, can also
aid in generating more secure code.
• Validate Repair Capabilities: Before deploying large language
models for code repair tasks, thorough validation of their repair ca-
pabilities, especially concerning security vulnerabilities, is essential
to avoid introducing new security risks.
• Dataset Curation: Building comprehensive datasets like CodeSe-
cEval that encompass various vulnerability types and provide clear
explanations of insecure code can facilitate the development of
more robust and secure models.
• Continuous Model Improvements: Researchers and developers
should continuously work on improving large language models’
security-awareness capabilities, addressing the limitations identi-
fied in our study and other related research.

In conclusion, the findings from this research provide valuable
guidance for enhancing the security of large language models in
code generation and repair tasks, contributing to the overall im-
provement of secure software engineering practices. By understand-
ing the implications of these findings, developers and researchers
can leverage large language models more securely in real-world
applications and mitigate potential security risks associated with
code generation tasks.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This paper provides a comprehensive study that aims to evaluate
and enhance code LLMs from a software security perspective. Exten-
sive experiments on our curated CodeSecEval dataset yield valuable
insights into the strengths and limitations of large language models
in security-critical software engineering tasks. Our proposed ap-
proaches for code generation have demonstrated their effectiveness
in enhancing code security and mitigating security vulnerabilities.
However, we also identified specific weaknesses in existing LLMs’
capabilities, particularly in code repair for certain vulnerability
types. To advance the field of secure code generation, future re-
search should explore the generalizability of our approaches to
other programming languages. Moreover, improving the code re-
pair capabilities of LLMs remains a promising direction, and further
research could investigate the effectiveness of integrating domain-
specific knowledge and feedback mechanisms to produce more
robust and secure code repairs. Overall, this study contributes to a
better understanding of LLMs’ potential and limitations in address-
ing security concerns.
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